Over 300 Million People Worldwide are Celebrating Nowruz (New Day)
OR As UNESCO Earth Day OR As First Day of Spring

Happy Nowruz

Year 7018 [Mithraism]

Earth Year 4018 (4 Billion/Mya Megayears or Million years ago)
History of Mother Earth Solar Year 6018 (6 Billion/Mya) Formation of the Solar System by Stephen Hawking

Living Document From 2018 To 2019 Revision 3.1 Or Click Here for Update
H.I.M. Shahbanu Farah Pahlavi
Dec 4, 2015 - Women of the Year Awards 2015. received the “World Hope Award” for her neverending lack of hope. https://www.farahpahlavi.org
The Fall of Heaven: The Pahlavis and the Final Days of Imperial Iran

"Portrait Of The Shah Of Iran Taken" by National Geographic, Canvas Print Wall Art, 36" x 24", Black Gallery Wrap, Glossy Finish by Pixels
Fearless Lioness Brave Leaders of Iran Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow

What is Nowruz 7018 New Year’s resolution? #RealChange for Constructive Lifestyle & Cultural Change at Strategic Inflection Point to Reverse Earth Ecosystem Destruction in Next 100 Years.

If #SaveEarth = #RealChange + #EarthCare + ... & If #Thrive is Secular Free Iran #RealChange = #ShortTermSolution + #LongTermSolution + ... Then #ShortTermSolution = #RegimeChange in Iran to #SecularFreeIran + #SelfCare + #Truth + #Honesty + #Integrity + #GoodThoughts + #GoodWords + #GoodDeeds + ... & If #LongTermSolution = #ChangeCulture + #LifestyleChange + #Freedom + ...

#Freedom = #HumanRights + #WomenRights + #AnimalRights + #DolphinRights + @DolphinRights #LifestyleChange = #PlantBasedDiet + #Veganism OR #Vegetarianism #SecularFreeIran @ActivistChat Thought Process For @NowruzEarthDay
Dr. Pardis Sabeti is the Iranian-American and Smartest Woman Alive

In addition to being named one of TIME Magazine’s Persons of the Year in 2014 (Ebola Fighters), Sabeti was listed as one of TIME magazine’s 100 most influential people in 2015.

Dr. Pardis Sabeti is a Professor at the Center for Systems Biology and Department of Organismic and Evolutionary Biology at Harvard University and the Department of Immunology and Infectious Disease at the Harvard School of Public Health. She is an Institute Member of the Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT, and a Howard Hughes Investigator.

When the Ebola epidemic began in West Africa, Dr. Pardis Sabeti led a team that did something critically important: it sequenced virus samples from infected patients almost
as soon as the outbreak began. This marked the first in-depth use of real-time DNA sequencing in the midst of such a deadly pandemic. Pardis and her team were able to work out clearly that the virus was spreading human to human—not from mosquito bites or some pig vector or something else. There were so many theories out there, but her work proves that there’s nothing like real data to get rid of myths and guesses and get down to the facts. Many of her scientific collaborators died during this outbreak. This is high-risk research, but it ended up saving a lot of lives too. There is no excuse not to do this kind of work with every outbreak that ever occurs in the future.

Venter, a biologist, was one of the first scientists to sequence the human genome. Pardis Sabeti: How we’ll fight the next deadly virus | TED Talk (10 minutes Video Clip)

In the above TED talk video lecture by Prof. Pardis Sabeti M.D. she is showing us the real world complex problem / solution leadership success stories example under Business Management Distributed Decentralized Leadership Model [BDDLM] 2011 ... OR

Evolutionary 2010 Distributed Decentralized Leadership Model (DDLM) ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hy0o14gw8Lc
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https://www.ted.com/talks/pardis_sabeti_how_we_ll_fight_the_next... Feb 4, 2016

When Ebola broke out in March 2014, Pardis Sabeti and her team got to work sequencing the virus's genome...
Rhodes scholar Pardis Sabeti graduated with her medical degree from Harvard Medical School in 2006, earning the school's highest honor - the third woman ever to do so. She's also the lead singer and songwriter of the band, Thousand Days, who uses her music to make science appealing to children, especially, girls. As a graduate student at Oxford University in England, Sabeti developed a way to detect natural selection at the level of individual genes. In Eric Lander's lab at the Broad Institute, she scanned the entire human genome to figure out which genes have changed within the last 10,000 years and which have spread rapidly in the human gene pool due to natural selection. With these tools, geneticists can study how cultural and environmental changes have affected the evolution of the human genome. Now Sabeti is applying this technique to her true passion: understanding the interplay between humans and the pathogens that cause diseases like malaria, tuberculosis, and leprosy. Her work - published in December 2007 - revealed genes involved in drug resistance and in evading the immune system, giving researchers potential targets for new therapies and vaccines.

---

### Video Clip

*Dr. Pardis Sabeti talks about what she does and why* - YouTube

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37BKeklnf1g](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37BKeklnf1g)

Jul 24, 2008 - Uploaded by Big Think


---

### What do you do and why

#### Video Clip

**Pardis Sabeti Reveals the Future of Genomics**

Harvard genomics professor Pardis Sabeti on the revolution happening in your body.

#### The Wonder of Science

Many people don't see how fantastic science is, and that's unfortunate, says Pardis.

#### First Science Experiment

I'm living proof that you can be a terrible young scientist and still have a career, says Pardis.

#### Inspiration and the Scientific Research Process

The process is important, though it's painstaking, says Pardis.

#### From Research to Rock and Roll

Pardis Sabeti is not only a Rhodes scholar, PHD and an MD, she is also lead singer of "Thousand Days", a critically...

#### Women in Science

"I enjoy being a woman in science but there are challenges," says Pardis.

#### with the frustrations of scientific research?

You have to learn whatever you do, the failures as much as the successes, as there will probably be more failures than successes. How do you deal
# Studying Malaria

For Pardis, the work she is doing has taken her back to what she was doing at age 6 - though it's more urgent.

# The Human Genome an Imperative Discovery Tool

The Human Genome reveals a great deal about pathogens and the evolutionary history of humans.

# Genetics and the Human Genome

It's the right mix of what I love, says Pardis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pardis C. Sabeti</th>
<th>D.Phil. (Oxon), M.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Born</td>
<td>25 December 1975 (age 42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tehran, Iran</td>
<td>Alma mater Massachusetts Institute of Technology (S.B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Oxford (M.Sc.), (D.Phil.)</td>
<td>Harvard Medical School (M.D.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Richard Lounsbery Award by the National Academy of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Career Fields</td>
<td>Evolutionary genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic epidemiology</td>
<td>Computational biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioinformatics</td>
<td>Medical genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions Harvard University</td>
<td>Broad Institute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On February 21, 1994, entered a crowded public square in Tehran, removed her Islamist Regime mandated veil and full coat, poured gasoline on her body and lit herself on fire. Dr. Homa Darabi shouted, “Death to Tyranny! Long Live Freedom!”
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Dr. Farokhroo Parsa (1922 – 1980) was an Iranian physician, educator and parliamentarian. She served as Minister of Education of Iran before Islamist Invasion and was the first female cabinet minister of an Iranian Government.

Dr. Parsa was an outspoken supporter of women’s rights in Iran. She was executed by firing squad on 8 May 1980.
Women [Kânun-e Nesván-e Vatan'khâh], Tehran, 1922-1932 (1301-1311 AH). The left-most woman sitting is Ms Fakhr-e Áfagh Pârsâ, mother of Farrokhroo Parsa.
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The Shah by Abbas Milani (Author)

The Shah

by Abbas Milani

(Author)

The Shah

by Abbas Milani

(Author)
Fire Rage Painting Against the Veil and Islamists
Great 1800’s Free Iran Movement
Fearless Lioness Leader Scholar
Fatemeh Zarin Taj ~
Tahirih Qurratu’l-’Ayn
Leader of Women’s Rights
Movement and Unveiling in Iran
an influential poet and
theologian of the Bábí faith in Iran.
example of courage in the struggle
for women’s rights. Her date of birth
is uncertain as birth records were
destroyed at
her execution 16–27 August , 1852.

Tahirih Qurratu’l-’Ayn is example of courage in the struggle for women’s rights. Her date of birth is uncertain as birth records were destroyed at her execution 16–27 August , 1852.
# Tahereh Ghoratolein Documentry Video Clip By

Mojdeh Habibi
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**The Book of Poems of Fatemeh Zarin Taj ~ Tahirih Qurratu'L-'Ayn (Persian Edition)**
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**The Book of Poems of Fatemeh Zarin Taj ~ Tahirih Qurratu'L-'Ayn (Persian Edition)**
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**The Book of Poems of Fatemeh Zarin Taj ~ Tahirih Qurratu'L-'Ayn (Persian Edition)**
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**The Book of Poems of Fatemeh Zarin Taj ~ Tahirih Qurratu'L-'Ayn (Persian Edition)**
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The Persian Lioness
Princess of Freedom
Neda
a student of philosophy
20 June 2009 was shot
dead participating in the
Free Iran protests
Angel of Freedom
Neda Day Is
On Thursday
July 30th, 2009
Announced As
Solidarity with
FREE IRAN
Global Action

Neda The Persian
Lionesses Icon
Princess Of Freedom
Activist Chat 7009

Picture of Neda with a statue of a woman in a headscarf. A large crowd is in the background. A banknote with "FREE IRAN" and a person's image is also visible.
Mona Mahmudnizhad (Sept 10, 1965 – June 18, 1983) was an Iranian Bahá’í who, in 1983 (together with nine other Bahá’í women) was sentenced to death and hanged in Shiraz, Iran at Age of 17. She was accused of being a member of the Peaceful Bahá’í Faith.
Our Friend Mona:
The Remarkable Life of a Young Martyr

AZADEH ROHANIAN PERRY

<a target="_blank"
href="https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0983470146/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=0983470146&linkCode=as2&tag=dolphinright05-20&linkId=51b8a926e0d6e01d3f6f1bf7c0620f">Our Friend Mona: The Remarkable Life of a Young Martyr</a>
Mahsati Ganjavi 12th-Century Great Persian Female Poet
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Ruba'iyats of Two Great Female Persian Sufi Poets: Mahsati Ganjavi & Jahan Khatun
by CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform

by CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform
Mahsati Ganjavi (Persian: مهستی گنجوی), (born c. 1089 in Ganja, a city in Arran, modern Republic of Azerbaijan—died after 1159) was a 12th-century Persian poet. Mahsati (ماه‌ساتی) is a compound of two Persian words "Mah/Maah" (Moon) and "Sati" (Lady). The word appears in the works of Sanai, Nizami, Attar, Rumi, and Saadi.

As an eminent poet, she was composer of quatrains (ruba’îs). Originated from Ganja, she was said to have associated with both Omar Khayyam and Nizami. She is also said to have been a companion of Sultan Sanjar. Her alleged free way of living and peddled verses have stamped her as a Persian Madame Sans-Gêne. Her purported love affairs are recounted in the works of Jauhari of Bukhara.

Example of original work in Persian

Poem

We can't be halted by tip of the arrow
In a melancholic cell
The one whose hair is like a chain [for the lover]
Can't be chained indoor

ما را به دم تیر نگه نتوان داشت
در حجره ی دلگیر نگه نتوان داشت
آن را که سر زلف چو زنجیر بود
در خانه به زنجیر نگه نتوان داشت

Since there is nothing left for whatever exists, except wind through the hand
Since everything is immutable and has an end
Think that everything that exists, does not exist
And that which does not exist is like it exists

چون نیست، ز هر چه هست جز باد به دست
چون نیست، ز هر چه نیست نقصان و شکست
پندار که هر چه هست، در عالم نیست،
و انگار که هر چه نیست، در عالم هست.
Heritage Foundation (PHF) Announces: “The Year of Iranian Women”
The Persian New Year Nowruz 7018

Regarding this subject please see article by Shokooh Mirzadegi Appendix B
Amnesty International said more than 35 women had been “violently attacked and arrested” in the capital, Tehran, alone since December 2017 for taking part in “ongoing peaceful protests.”

Ms. Vida Movahed who started Anti Veil protest on “Revolution Street” (Before 1978 was Eisenhower Avenue ) she was arrested by Islamist Regime Thugs Secret Service and her status is unknown, if anything happen to Ms. Vida Movahed the entire Islamist regime must expect severe punishment by International Criminal Court (ICC).

Based on the fact that the courageous Iranian Girls of Revolution Street (Enghelab Street in Tehran. “Enghelab” is the Farsi word for revolution, Islamist Regime changed the name from Eisenhower Avenue selected by Shah of Iran before 1978 to Islamist Khomeni Thugs Enghelab Disaster and will be changed back to its original name after Islamist Regime Change in Iran). These brave girls and women of all ages are waving their forced veils despite being jailed and tortured, raped and having members of their families intimidated and persecuted, these women are persisting in their battle against a totalitarian Islamist thugs regime.
Why This Image Is Worth 93 Billion Light Years?

Originally Created by Princeton University researchers, Carlos Budassi, NASA Scientists, and modified by ActivistChat replacing the Solar System with Sun and Earth Image as a main subject focus with Graph. This is What the Entire observable Universe Looks Like In a Single Image, as we know it today the radius of the universe is estimated to be about 46.5 billion light-years... With considering the Earth at the Centre ... When Galaxies become Dots from earth observatory then how big is universe? And How big are we? Secular Free Iran ActivistChat 7018
Constructive Change:
In Next 100 years IF 7.6 Billion People Agree with Major Lifestyle Change to Preserve, Protect and Enhance Mother Earth Environment

Destructive Change:
In Next 100 years IF 7.6 Billion People follow the same path of past 100 years ......

As A First Step Of Positive #ChangeCulture Please Join Over 300 Million People Worldwide Celebrate Secular Nowruz (New Day) OR Earth Day
@NowruzEarthDay March 20, 2018 @ActivistChat @DolphinRights
Can we try our best to change Now or as predicted waiting for extinction in Next 100 years?

What is Constructive Lifestyle & Cultural Change at Strategic Inflection Point to Reverse Earth Ecosystem Destruction by Humans Omnivore in Next 100 Years?
If #SaveEarth = #RealChange + #EarthCare + ... & If #Thrive is #RealChange = #ShortTermSolution + #LongTermSolution + ... Then #ShortTermSolution = #SelfCare + #Truth + #Honesty + #Integrity + #GoodThoughts + #GoodWords + #GoodDeeds +... & If #LongTermSolution = #ChangeCulture + #LifestyleChange + #Freedom + ...
Sharing My 2018 Evolutionary Thought Process:
Cyrus @DolphinRights @NowruzEarthDay @SuperfoodShortsearch @ActivistChat @ShortSearch @SearchAltEnergy
Can we try our best to change Now or as predicted waiting for extinction in Next 100 years?
Appendix A

In Memory and Legacy of Visionary Physicist Prof. Stephen Hawking (8 February 1942 – 14 March 2018)

“Pollution, Greed and Stupidity are the Greatest Threats to Earth.”

“humans must colonize another planet in 100 years or face extinction”

“Intelligence is the Ability to Adapt to Change”

What is Constructive Lifestyle & Cultural Change at Strategic Inflection Point to Reverse Earth Ecosystem Destruction by Humans Omnivore in Next 100 Years?

Can we try our best to change now or as predicted waiting for extinction in Next 100 years?
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<th>#RealChange</th>
<th>#EarthCare</th>
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<th>#LongTermSolution</th>
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Sharing My 2018 Evolutionary Thought Process:

Cyrus @DolphinRights @NowruzEarthDay @SearchAllEnergy @SuperfoodShortsearch @ActivistsChat @ShortSearch Revision 2.0

Why This Image Is Worth 93 Billion Light Years?

Originally Created by Princeton University researchers, Carlo Budassi, NASA Scientists, and modified by Cyrus replacing the Solar System with Sun and Earth Image with Graph as a main subject focus. This is What the Entire Observable Universe Looks Like In a Single Image, as we know it today the radius of the universe is estimated to be about 46.5 billion light-years. With considering the Earth at the Centre … When Galaxies become Dots from earth observatory then how big is universe? And How big are we? Cyrus @SearchAllEnergy @NowruzEarthDay @DolphinRights 2016

What is Earth Care Centric Constructive Real Change at Strategic Inflection Point in next 100 years for Peace, Happiness, Prosperity and Mother Earth Care Greatness?

Preserve, Protect and Enhance Mother Earth Environment (Air, Water, Soil) CrowdSourcing Earth Care Innovation Labs Discoveries by BDCLM

Real Healthy Plant-Based Lifestyle Change, Self Care and Mother Earth Care

Cyrus @NowruzEarthDay @DolphinRights @SuperfoodResearch 3rd Jan. 2016
In Memory and Legacy of Visionary Physicist Prof. Stephen Hawking (8 January 1942 – 14 March 2018)
@LKrauss1 “A star just went out in the cosmos. We have lost an amazing human being.” @neiltyson “His passing has left an intellectual vacuum in his wake”
“Pollution, Greed and Stupidity are the Greatest Threats to Earth.”
“humans must colonize another planet in 100 years or face extinction”
“Intelligence is the Ability to Adapt to Change”

Related Books by Subject Experts
Click Image For Amazon Book Detail Description and Review

Amazon Link to Browse or Order or Copy HTML Code to Embed to your Web Page or Email

Amazon HTML Code to Copy & Embnd to your Web Page as Image and link

Amazon HTML Code to Copy & Embnd to your Web Page as HTML Iframe

The Universe in a Nutshell
By Stephen Hawking
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Amazon HTML Code to Copy & Embed to your Web Page as Image and link

Amazon HTML Code to Copy & Embed to your Web Page as HTML Iframe
Appendix B

The Persian New Year, Nowruz 2018, Mithraism Sworn Year 2018 is Named as
"The Year of Iranian Women!"

An image showing various Iranian women in different roles. The image is accompanied by text explaining the significance of the year 2018 as the "Year of Iranian Women." The text mentions the contributions of women to various fields, emphasizing their empowerment and rights.

Rev 1.0

Version 1.0 March 19, 2018
PHF Announcement:
The Iranian New Year 2018 is named as “The Year of Iranian Women”


Pasargad Heritage Foundation (PHF), observing its annual tradition, and on the occasion of “Nowruz” – the Iranian festival and celebration of the beginning of the Spring and New Year – has suggested naming the year 1397 (Iranian Calendar) as the “Year of Iranian Women”.

Every year, the selection of a name for the incoming year is enacted within the framework of preservation and guardianship of the tangible and intangible cultural and historical heritage of Iran. The goal is to attract the attention of people to the unique values of Iranian culture that are based on reason and love – the very values that have greatly been neglected and experienced discrimination and enmity and are now openly exposed to degeneration and destruction.

This year, and upon the following considerations, PHF has named the year of 1397 as “The Year of Iranian Women”

– Iranian women are amongst those women of the world who continuously have guarded the cultural heritage of their homeland.
– For Years the Iranian women have preserved and transferred their national traditions, festivities, as well as their tangible and intangible heritage that are mostly declared forbidden by the current Iranian government to the next generation.
– Regardless of their personal religious beliefs, The Iranian women, whether Zoroastrian, Christian, Jew, Bahai, or Moslem, have played a major role in the transference of the non-religious and secular culture of Iran to the next generation.
— And during this past year, the Iranian women have introduced a rare tactic to obtain their freedom from oppression and compulsory dress-code (wearing hejab). The freedom (of a woman) to dress as she wishes has in fact been a part of ancient Iranian culture that was taken away by the invading Arabs and the imposition of their newly formed faith. The present movement of Iranian women to get back one of their human rights and to revive old Iranian traditions is of utmost significance. All through history, and whenever possible, Iranian women have struggled for their freedom to choose what to wear. They had enjoyed this freedom for 43 years (Between 1314 and 1357) and until the advent of the Islamic revolution. In this regard, their struggle could also be recognized as a cultural endeavor.

Along with naming of the year 1397, PHF would like to wish everyone a very joyous New Year and a happy great and beautiful Nowrooz. Let us begin the New Iranian Year by appreciating the long and unstoppable struggle of the Iranian women for preserving their culture and gaining their freedom. Let us hope for a year full of happiness, peace and freedom for the people of Iran and the whole world.
Music Video Clip By SHIFTEH (RASTAKHIZE IRAN)
(Renaissance of Iran)
Appendix C Secular Free Iran ActivistChat

1- Secular Free Iran ActivistChat Published on Apr 1, 2010 the following 10 minutes Educational Video Clip for training Iranian Youth and Next Generation to Reject Mullah’s and Islamist Regime and Advocated Regime Change While EU and G20 Appeased the Islamist Regime in Iran:

FREE Iran, Iranian Youth and Students Preparation for 360 Degree and 360 Days Protest in All Forms
2- Secular Free Iran ActivistChat 2012 Pillars Of Wisdom, and Virtue Guideline Framework And Vision Of Future Direction:

Pillars Of Wisdom, Virtue and Greatness For Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow: FREE Iran, Human Rights and Secular Democracy

The Iranians regarded Cyrus The Great as The Father, the Babylonians as "The Liberator," the Jews as "The Anointed of The Lord," and the Greeks called him "The Law Giver".

Defined the First Declaration of Human Rights Charter over 2500 years ago .....
3- Training Video Clip Dynamic Distributed Decentralized Leadership Model (DDLM): Secular FREE Iran ActivistChat Thoughts, Pillars Of Wisdom, and Virtue Guideline Framework for Loosely Coupled Independent Cell Groups in different locations of World and Iran that are using optimal Innovative Distributed Decentralized Leadership Model (DDLM) and Operations for Islamist Regime Change in Iran, Secular Democracy, Free Society, Human Rights, Women Rights and Freedom ... The DDLM is different from Centralized Leadership, Command and Control Systems and Models that are used for Governments, Military, Corporations and other organizations with Massive Financial Resources ... [From 2003 To 2018]

4- ActivistChat Supported Petitions Strategy

Important ActivistChat Supported Petitions Since 2003:

At every Inflection Points in the history of struggle for freeing our motherland from Islamist Invaders and occupiers of Iran (taazi), ActivistChat is using petitions as way of everyday protest until enough critical mass is created for Freeing motherland Iran. ActivistChat is not using the Internet Petitions in classical sense and most of the time are used as a means of increasing public awareness and currently supporting over 90 petitions and Causes from different individuals and groups. The idea of Petition is to facilitate grassroots democracy, using independent petition to give a high level of integrity to the process of Freeing Iran.
More petitions create a unity of vision among million of Iranians scattered around the world who can not communicate with each other.

- ActivistChat is also using Petition as documenting the Crimes Against Humanity.
- Increasing public awareness.
- ActivistChat provides a comment section for additional information or enhancing the petition by others. You should not expect to agree 100% to sign Internet petition, prefect world or concept does not exist.
- ActivistChat believes that in a world with many powerful organizations, both private and governmental, responsible forms of collective grassroots expression are more important than ever before.
- ActivistChat believes the Internet can facilitate this kind of participatory democracy.
- The ActivistChat petitions are very demanding to push politicians to deliver small part of what activists are asking. It is not Activists job to make our demand practical.
- The ActivistChat petitions are based on facts and truth and it is not intended to please politicians. Due to creation of Fear Society by Islamofascist we don't expect many signatures.
- The ActivistChat is trying to clear Iran name, Iranian people as hostages of Mullahs and Iranian cultures from all the wrongs and damages that the Mullahs, Islamists, Mullah's agents and current Taazi regime invaders and occupiers of Iran are doing in the name of Iran and Iranian people.
- Persistence to destroy Taazi in Iran is the name of the game.
- ActivistChat believes in Free Society and Secular Democracy and our supported petitions are according to the following 2009 Guideline

The Sun God Artist **Elihu Vedder** Date modeled 1882 On View **Smithsonian American Art Museum 2nd Floor East Wing**

Elihu Vedder, 1870 Born February 26, 1836

[Video Clip Update 2.0 ]

Evolutionary Steps from Khayyam Strategic Inflection Points to the Next Generation Spiral Model for Change & DDLM
**What is an Agnostic? By Khayyam and Bertrand Russell**

**Discussion Thread Between 2 Iranian American and an Anonymous American Visitor over 4 years from 2004 to 2009**

Why Is Immortal Khayyam the Best Symbol of Constructive Change Model for Distant Past, Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow?

Khayyam (May 1050 - Dec 1122) was a famous Persian poet as well as a mathematician, Scientist, Astronomer and Philosopher. The father of Algebra was an outstanding mathematician and astronomer. His work on algebra was known throughout Europe in the Middle Ages, and he also contributed to calendar reform. Khayyam measured the length of the year as 365.24219858156 days. Two comments on this result. Firstly it shows an incredible confidence to attempt to give the result to this degree of accuracy. We know now that the length of the years is changing in the sixth decimal place over a person's lifetime. Secondly it is outstandingly accurate. For comparison the length of the year at the end of the 19th century was 365.242196 days, while today it is 365.242190 days. Khayyam poems are targeting all forms of fanaticism and today we should consider him as father of battle against fanaticism. Omar Khayyam is father of Agnostic thought process of Persia.

The Miniature painting is by Iran's Celebrated Artist the late Hossein Behzad who selected topics for painting from the Khayyam poem. Today many Iranians are follower of Khayyam.

Today all Iranians deeply understand and appreciate the meaning of the following Poem by our great brilliant scientist and scholar Khayyam who told us 1000 years ago but we (Persians) have not listened and fallen into the Islamist Mullah Khomeini and European Neo-Colonialists traps in recent years, now the new Iranian generation must fight hard for the regime change, freedom and correct their path for future generation before it becomes too late. The Iranian people must send the Islamist clerics and their supporters, these cancer tumors of the Iranian society to the dustbin of history by any means and establish the true free society, and secular democracy. The Iranian people will not see progress, security, peace, happiness and innovations unless they change this corrupt Islamist Regime and replace it with the free society, and secular democracy. .......

...